AIM COVID RE-OPENING
Operating Procedures and Protocols

With the multiple layers involved with Covid - 19, this is not meant to be a comprehensive list of
protocols. AIM is closely following the CDC guidelines and retains the right to update this list as
needed without notice. The safety of our staff and guests is our number one priority as we
move into the next phase of our re-opening. Please keep in mind and respect that many factors
go into being able to serve you. Our goal is continuity in being here for you and the community.

Maintaining Healthy Environments
1. AIM will increase frequency of cleaning and disinfecting of facility including:
-

Frequently Touched Surfaces
Equipment and Shared Objects
Bathrooms*
Increased Court Cleanings Between Activities

2. Modification of Layouts and Social Distancing
-

Courts and Training Room capacity will be modified to comply with CDC
recommendations.
Coaches, Players and Patrons will be required to keep safe distance during all
activities
No physical contact such as high fives, fist bumps, etc.
No loitering or gathering (inside or outside)
Facility will be marked with safe distances and traffic flow
Only One Way In and Only One Way Out
Entry Will be on the South Side of the Facility. Exit will be on the North side.
Bathroom Usage will be limited to one person at a time.
No Bleachers or Team Benches

3. Shared Objects
-

Players are not allowed to bring in their own equipment
Coaches and Directors must provide, clean and maintain equipment for privates
and practices
Limited Shared Use is Recommended by the CDC

4. Capacity
-

AIM will follow its phased re-opening plan based around CDC recommendations
Capacity will initially be severely reduced to protect employees and patrons
No Parents or Spectators Allowed until Phase 4

Maintaining Healthy Operations

1. Entry
-

Temperature Check Required For Entry (Touchless)
Temperature must be below 100 Degrees F (Staff and Guests)
Guests will be asked questions to determine their risk of contraction
Masks are required for entry (optional once training starts)
Must sanitize hands upon entry (Sanitizer provided)

2. Waivers
-

All players, directors, and coaches must have a facility waiver signed
(available online).

3. Sessions
-

Coaches and Trainers must meet their players at the front and escort
them to the court and as they exit.
Once a session starts, players or trainers may not leave from their
designated court until the session is over; unless there is an emergency
Players and Coaches must use designated area for respective courts
during breaks for rest and water

4. Staff
- Staffing will be increased to enhance coverage and experience
- Staff will wear masks while outside of office for guest protection
- Staff cannot deviate from the AIM re-opening protocols

Preparedness and Promoting Behaviors that Reduce Spread

1. Follow CDC Guidelines
-

Hand Hygiene and Respiratory Etiquette
Maintain Safe Distance
Monitor YOUR Health
Know When to Stay Home
Do Not Touch Your Face

2. Display of Symptoms
-

Guest/Player will be immediately isolated
AIM and Coach/Directors will work together to contact parent/guardian for
transport
Health Officials will be notified
Coaches/Players/Staff who are sick will not be allowed back until they
have met the CDC criteria to discontinue home isolation
Contaminated areas will be closed off until the minimum disinfectant time
is met

